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This soil is a vein of stone the company calls blue heron 

 to indicate its grade— 

  a bituminous grease in the pleats of eyelines 

      and thumbnail quick, 

    in the corners of Eli’s mouth 

      until everything tastes like the long coal throat of Mine 18,

 

soil which begins curled tight like an animal 

 crouched beneath limed rock, like a mole 

that burrows under the stonecrop and tickseed germ, 

 slicking clay and loam. When the coal camp sleeps, 

     the dust skulks back 

into the tipple rivets, into Eli’s eyes brown as a bottle lip. 

 Above him, miles of black ocean sag.

Five days and a riverside away from his wife Ora, Eli knows the rain 

  by whether or not his ankles slap through coalwater, 

 whether the sludgy drip of soil-seep oils his palm.

And when the earthhush of that shaft struggles to slip from the blue 

   shale stitched above the carbon, the sound becomes the rasp 

   of a carpenter bee’s mandibles boring tunnels 

 into the porchwood to remove its yellow poplar 

        grain by grain, gram by spittled gram.

K e n t u c k y  R o s e
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Here, an icicle melts into a pond of blue light, 

           opening mud, cake of earth shines 

fishscale oilsheen, wrinkled rivershore

Ora nicks her fingernail on the broomhandle hickory 

  coaldust in the quilt seams, in the floor scars 

 

 Here, April sun distant-pale, April sun tart as an early apple 

Here in the dusk cusp, deer know the storm-licked rims of drought 

Eli the crunch between gravel and tire, Ora the peach 

 

 pulp sucked from the woody pit ridges 

Here, the chilly spring raw as a bruise 

   struck by the earth beneath its perfect limb.

H o m e p l a c e
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Moonflowers opened their mouths 

at night as they shied from daylight into pollen.

When Eli first slid into our bed, 

 found me through the quilt, 

cotton slipped between us like river, the flesh 

of unripe apples sour on our tongues. 

Goldenrod crept through a drought-shrunk August, 

  stole rainwater with rootstocks. 

Eli, I said, though I thought something else: 

 cliff   flood  clay  ash 

I thought of a brush pile ready to burn.

Our love tunneled into stony silt loam, 

a rhizome sapling difficult to uproot.

I dug my fingers into arid earth, 

 spread my tendrils, 

           scratching toward the farthest fence.

A l l  F l e s h  I s  G r a s s
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Each room smells like dishsoap, rattles with the plates 

in the metal sink, the fruit flies hovering 

over the rag oily with vinegar and grease.

 

When he touches her, she slides away, her dreams 

slipping beneath the cool side of the pillow 

like a silverfish skidding between the plank floor knots.

She fingers the outline of the quilt squares 

in the dark, each thread a stitched scrap, 

each line a spider’s leg tracing and retracing

the web it plaits and replaits every night. 

A cricket scratches its legs together, a creak that breaks 

the starched air between them. She thinks of his body

always like locking a door, like licking a thread 

before needling the eye, like checking the length 

of shadows in the yard, like picturing lie, open, sail. 

His hand on her hip is an owl wing gliding, 

a shadow through thick notes of locusts 

as though there was a sound in it she was not hearing. 

Finally, she turns to him to kiss, and she feels like gold light 

pooling in the mouths of clematis vine, wraps herself around 

that light like fence wire hewn to elm. Between her legs,

 

she feels the deep sleep found inside a walnut shell, 

she feels as if her body contains some creatures hatching 

in the deep trace of light, waiting for someone to love them.

I n  t h e  H e a r t h
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unafraid of the shadow that glides up the mountain 

approaching the nest. She names them the too-close sound

of a child’s whisper inside her ear. She names them buds

on splintery sycamore limbs and the buds’ curled leaves.

She names them after river clay and lightning shapes,

after songs she hears from the bucket dropped into the well.

She names them turnip and buckeye and leather and bird-feather hat 

and tulip and the yellow color of rooms lit by flame.

She names them loneliness that can be rocked to sleep,

rooms haunted by dust that crawls in between the floorboards,

a thunderstorm of starlings crowding out the light. She names

the fingernails, the knees, pale eyelashes, tiny shoes, 

caterpillar inching along the branch hung over the roof.

And when her upturned hands pile up with names, she pours

them onto every pinecone fallen empty of seed split through

the staves, every fur tuft stuck to bark, every quill hollow

poked through the pillow. She plants them until they return

stitched to the ridgeline bones. They tell her not to name them.

O r a  n a m e s  h e r  c h i l d r e n
( b e f o r e  t h e y  a r e  b o r n )
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              I hold the coal so close to my eye, I only see the root-dark 

of its past. Tell me how this blue heron was a loamy lagoon. Tell me 

that where your pick and wedge displaced coal, a floodplain once splayed 

along a river lacing channels of shells. Tell me the glassy surface 

of slickensides reflects a siltstone lake, tell me the spark of mica in the stackrock 

reminds you of barbed-wire stars. 

    Leave out the scars of split slate, the spalling

limestone, its horseback-shaped slabs that crush men. I want to think of the ridgeland

as a hand pushing on the watery edges of the spur’s old swamp. Leave out

how Pine Splint is a body with shaly-walled arteries and clay skin 

and each of you a little bit of blood slaking roughness from the core. Leave out 

how the hilltop spills down into the valley, releases the body’s weight settling the belly. 

How the fractures unfasten. How the ribs collapse inward. The fissured rock 

leaving a new fossil rolled in a kettlebottom. The cast iron an ancient tree trunk. 

Where you see just one, there blooms a dark forest of veins.

M y  D e a r e s t  E l i , 

y o u r  O r a




